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Outbreaks of a disorder characterized by se-
vere, debilitating and longstanding fatigue, desig-
nated as CFS, neuromyasthenia or myalgic en-
cephalomyelitis [1] led the United States Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention to designate
this disturbance as CFS [2]. In 1994 the definition
of CFS was revised [3]: at least six months of per-
sistent fatigue that substantially reduces the per-
son’s level of activity. In addition four or more of
the following symptoms must occur with fatigue in
a six month period: impaired memory or concen-
tration, sore throat, tender glands, aching or stiff

muscles, multijoint pain, new headaches, unre-
freshing sleep, and postexertional fatigue. Medical
conditions that may explain the prolonged fatigue
as well as a number of psychiatric diagnoses (i.e.
eating disorders, psychotic disorders, bipolar dis-
order, melancholic depression and substance abuse
within two years of the fatigue) exclude a patient
from the diagnosis of CFS. Those who do not meet
the fatigue severity or symptom criteria can be
given a diagnosis of idiopathic CF [4]. Note that
no laboratory test is required for the diagnosis of
CFS.

The Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) is de-
scribed based on the revision of Fukuda et al. The
question “whether CFS can be discussed as a ho-
mogenous disorder?” has been reviewed and the
answer is “no”. Other overlapping syndromes are
mentioned. Disorders with fatigue as a symptom
are depression, somatisation, irritable bowel syn-
drome, effort-syndrome, hyperventilation, con-
servation-withdrawal. Among the pathogenetic
factors of CFS immune systems disorders, neu-
roendocrine abnormalities, autonomic activity,
neuroimaging, neuropsychological abnormalities,
exercise capacity and muscle function and psycho-
logical processes (attribution, perception, symp-
tom avoidance and neutralisation of conflicts) are
discussed. Since CFS cannot be comprehended
without knowledge of the ontogenetic develop-
ment of the affect “fatigue”, it is extensively de-
scribed. Based on this knowledge, fatigue as an
affect and the CFS are embedded in a context,

which has as its basis the fight-flight reaction and
the conservation-withdrawal reaction. Weighing
the evidence, it is concluded that CFS in its
varieties can best be understood as a manifestation
of the activation of the two biological emergency
reactions: fight-flight and conservation-with-
drawal. The physician should interview and
examine each individual patient according to the
Harvey Cushing dictum: The physician should not
only study the diseased organ, but the man with his
diseased organ, and not only these. He should
comprehend the man with his diseased organ in his
environment. This leads to study of the biological,
psychological and social factors contributing to
each patient’s illness. Work-up and therapy have to
be based on this integrated approach. The latter
encompasses conflict centred psychotherapy, step-
wise increasing physical activation and antidepres-
sive drugs.

Summary

Description of the syndrome

Is CFS a homogenous disorder?

The synonymous use of the terms CFS, epidemic
neuromyasthenia and myalgic encephalomyelitis
and the clinical impression that CFS shares nu-
merous features with fibromyalgia (FM), multiple
chemical sensitivity (MCS), irritable bowel syn-

drome (IBS), effort syndrome, and temporo-
mandibular syndrome raises the suspicion that it is
not a homogenous disorder. As many as 70% of
CFS-patients showed features of FM, and 35% of
MCS. Forty-two percent of female FM-patients
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share the criteria for CFS [5–9]. Ciccone and Na-
telson [10] have observed in women with CFS that
37% met the criteria for FM, and 33% those for
MCS. With the exception of FM-related pain and
disability, there were few differences between CFS
only and CFS with comorbid illness groups. Pa-
tients with additional illness were more likely to
have major depression and a higher risk of psychi-
atric morbidity compared with patients in the
CFS-only group (p <0.01). Rates of life-time de-
pression increased from 27.4% in the CFS-only
group to 52.3% in the CFS/FM-group, 45.2% in
the CFS/MCS-group and 69.2% in the CFS/
FM/MCS-group. Reviewing the subject of
similarities among these syndromes led to the
conclusion that patients with CFS, FM and MCS
suffer from the shared proneness to somatise or

misconstrue the significance of normal physiolog-
ical sensations. Definitions, symptomatology and
comorbidity in the patients with CFS, FM, MCS
and IBS led Wessely et al. [11] to suggest that these
disorders are different manifestations of the same
somatic and psychological disturbances. Other ill-
nesses with fatigue, pain and other symptoms in
the absence of physical signs, which overlap with
the above mentioned syndromes are temporo-
mandibular disorder, interstitial cystitis, chronic
tension-type headaches, post-concussive syn-
drome, chronic pelvic pain and chronic low-back
pain; e.g. 18% of patients with temporo-mandibu-
lar disorder meet FM-criteria and 75% of FM-pa-
tients show temporo-mandibular disorder criteria
[12]. 

Disorders with fatigue as a symptom

Depression: Among the sensory symptoms of
depression, e.g. feeling numb, empty, fatigue may
be one of the complaints. If fatigue predominates
and is of long duration, CFS may become the di-
agnosis. CFS-patients rarely express worthless-
ness, guilt, self-depreciation and suicidal ideation.
Concentration difficulties, memory impairment,
sleep disturbance, and moodswings occur in CFS-
patients as well as in depressed individuals. CFS-
patients usually show intensification of symptoms
to activity and exercise, whereas depressed patients
may react with elevation of mood [13]. Depressed
patients show a loss of interest while CFS-subjects
state to feel motivated. Consequently studies of
CFS-patients present a high correlation with de-
pression. About 30 to 70% of CFS-patients show
the features of major depression [14–16], but it is
not easy to decide in an individual patient if he suf-
fers from CFS and shows features of depression, or
vice versa. The premorbid rate of psychiatric dis-
order including depression in CFS-patients is in-
creased [17]. 

Somatoform disorders, i.e. psychogenic ill-
nesses presenting with somatic symptoms can be
confounded with CFS. Around 30% of CFS-pa-
tients seen in tertiary medical centres suffer from
somatisation [18]. Somatisation usually starts in
adolescence and reaches its full expression at age
25, whereas CFS is characterized by sudden onset
usually around age 30 [19]. Somatisation is a purely
descriptive concept. It has no explanatory power
and does neither offer a theoretical frame of refer-
ence nor a developmental perspective.

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) complaints
overlap with those of CFS: nausea in 50–60%, di-
arrhoea in 30–40% [20]. Live time rate of IBS in
CFS-patients is 92% [11, 12]. The prevalence of
emotional distress and disorder in patients who
attend hospital with functional syndromes such 
as IBS is higher than in patients with comparable
medical conditions, such as inflammatory bowel
disease [21]. The overlap of CFS and IBS and the
observation [22] that IBS-patients often have suf-
fered from physical and sexual abuse in childhood
indicates that it would be valuable to look for such
events in CFS-subjects. Egle U et al. (unpublished
data) recently have observed an elevated rate of
sick parents in the childhood of later CFS-patients
and more childhood abuse than expected in later
FM-patients. 

The effort-syndrome shows surprising simi-
larities with complaints observed in CFS [23]. Of
100 consecutive patients with CFS 93 showed
chronic hyperventilation in pulmonary function
tests. The history of the patients suggested that the
presented illness was not the beginning of the
disorder, but a “deeper vegetative phase” after an
initial period of anxiety, panic states and phobic
disorders, neurological complaints, cardiovascular
deconditioning and cardiovascular instability with
chest pain, palpitations and breathlessness [24], i.e.
the second phase in the form of a conservation-
withdrawal reaction [25]. 
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Infections
The first descriptions of CFS (and its earlier

synonyms) were linked with infective disorders,
e.g. Epstein-Barr virus [26], brucellosis [27], in-
fluenza [28]. Iloyd et al. [29] enumerate 12 viral, 
6 bacterial and 3 parasitic disorders that were
thought to play a role in CFS, among them en-
teroviruses, human herpes virus-6, and retro-
viruses. No study has shown that an infection is
causative in CFS. In some cases an infection seems
to have contributed to long lasting fatigue [30].
Many studies are retrospective and selection biases
confound the results. Several ways of interaction
between infection and CFS can be imagined: a) the
infection triggers physiological pathways which
cause fatigue (e.g. a virus stimulates T-cells to pro-
duce cytokines which lead to fatigue), b) an infec-
tion weakens an individual’s capability to tolerate
psychosocial stress, which brings about physiolog-
ical decompensation, and c) an individual already
fatigued succumbs to an infective agent, e.g. vitally
exhausted subjects [31] show higher chlamydia-
and cytomegalus-antibody titers in atherosclerotic
plaques than non-exhausted subjects.

Immune systems disorders
A prolonged activated state of immune re-

sponses has been thought to cause CFS [32]. Low
levels of natural killer cells have been observed in
CFS, but the levels were not related to disease
severity and outcome [33]. An elevated level of the
enzyme R Nase L, which is thought to degrade
viral RNA, has been observed in CFS-patients
compared to healthy controls [34]. Higher levels
of R Nase activity correlated with diminished
health in CFS-subjects, and improvement with
normalization of the level [35]. Cytokines (inter-
leukins IL-1, IL-2, IL-6), tumour necrosis factor
and interferons are released by cells activated by
infective agents. Cytokines might cause fatigue.
Altered delayed type hypersensitivity skin re-
sponses have been observed in CFS-subjects, but
not uniformly [29]. Alteration of cytokine levels in
serum and spinal fluid in CFS [36, 37] was ob-
served.

The magnitude of these alterations in immu-
nity appears to be minor, does not correlate with
disease severity and is not associated with clinically
significant consequences such as infection or ma-
lignancy [29]. 

Neuroendocrine abnormalities
In about one third of CFS-patients the hypo-

thalamic-pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis is down-reg-
ulated centrally [38]. The neuro-hormone cortisol
shows low levels. CFS-subjects have shown an in-
creased adrenocortical sensitivity to ACTH and a
blunted reaction to CRH. According to Cleare
[39] an increased negative feedback and glucocor-
ticoid receptor function is observed. ACTH and

cortisol responses to various stimuli are lower. No
specific dysfunctional pattern has been observed.
The dysfunctions are probably of multifactorial
origin. CFS-patients have a low prolactin-re-
sponse to insulin-induced hypoglycemia [40].
Cortisol replacement has yielded equivocal symp-
tomatic improvements [41, 42]. Administration of
serotonin agonists has induced an elevated pro-
lactin-response in CFS-subjects [43].   

Autonomic activity
Hypotension with bradycardia or tachycardia

upon vertical tilting has been observed in CFS-pa-
tients [44, 45]. Naschitz et al. [46] have observed
in the head up tilting test a higher haemodynamic
instability score in CFS (>–0.98) than in non-CFS
groups (non-CFS fatigue, fibromyalgia, neurally
mediated syncope, general anxiety disorder, famil-
ial Mediterranean fever, arterial hypertension,
healthy controls). 

Neuroimaging
Buchwald et al. [47] and Lange et al. [48] have

observed areas of high signal in the white matter
of the central nervous system with MRI in CFS-
patients. Others [49] have found no differences
compared to healthy subjects. Using SPECT-
scans Schwartz et al. [50] have observed lower re-
gional blood flow throughout the brain compared
to healthy subjects. In a study of a twin with CFS
and his healthy sibling no difference in perfusion
has been observed [51]. According to Rosen et al.
[23] the symptoms in hyperventilation are similar
to those in CFS. In 100 consecutive CFS-patients
the time course and the respiratory findings were
characteristic of chronic habitual hyperventilation
in 93 of them. Hypocapnia is a powerful cerebral
vasoconstrictor. When the arterial pCO2 has fallen
by 2 mm Hg below normal, reduction in cerebral
blood flow sets in. Hypoperfusion of the brain
stem might therefore be attributable to hyperven-
tilation [52]. Costa et al. [53] have argued that in
hyperventilation blood flow reduction concerns
the total brain and not specifically the brainstem.

Neuropsychological abnormalities
No objective failure of cognition has been

found [54, 55]. De Luca et al. [56] and Grafman et
al. [57] have observed minimal deficits in complex
information processing. Afari and Buchwald sum-
marized that a modest but significant deficit in in-
formation processing, impaired working memory
and poor learning of information is found in CFS-
subjects.

Exercise capacity and muscle function
Muscle function is normal [58]. Many CFS-

patients are deconditioned due to passivity [59],
and perform poorly in exercise [60]. They claim
that exercise leads to a worsening of symptoms and

Pathogenetic models of CFS
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consequently they rest and avoid physical activity
[61]. Increased lactic acid after exercise, reduced
oxygen transport capacity and decreased number
of muscle mitochondria are the result. In some
studies they were comparable to sedentary control
subjects [4]. Mc Cully et al. [62] found no deficit
in blood flow or oxidative metabolism in 19 CFS-
subjects compared to 11 normal controls. Blood
flow was measured by Doppler ultrasound after is-
chemia and exercise. Muscle oxygen delivery rate
was assessed by post-exercise and post-ischemia
oxygen haem saturation. 

Psychological processes able to contribute 
to CFS

Attribution
Patients with CFS seen in specialist clinics at-

tribute their illness to organic factors. They refute
the physician’s notion that the illness might have a
psychological background. They insist on more
laboratory tests when the laboratory work-up has
not shown an explanation of the illness [63, 64].
Patients who have joined a self-help group for CFS
insist to a higher degree on an organic cause of
CFS and are more resistant to therapy than other
CFS-patients.

Perception
The idea has been put forward that CFS-pa-

tients register body processes more intensely than
healthy people [65] and interpret them in a
hypochondriacal manner [66].

Symptom Avoidance
CFS-patients convinced of an organic cause of

their illness may start to avoid exercise, withdraw
from activity and prefer to rest [60]. They show a
poor prognosis [18].

Neutralisation of conflicts
According to Abbey and Garfinkel [67] pa-

tients with CFS solve a psychosocial conflict by
neutralising it with an illness (i.e. CFS). The need
to achieve in their job, in social activities, in their
family and home, and to set high self-set goals
leads to the threat of exhaustion. Compelled to
achieve and threatened to give-up they “solve” this
conflict by developing CFS, which relieves them
and punishes them simultaneously. La belle indif-
férence shown by some CFS-patients while de-
scribing their suffering caused by their illness cor-
responds with this model, i.e. conversion. More-
over, conversion should be diagnosed based on
positive criteria [68]. Taerk and Gnam [69] de-
scribe the therapy of two CFS-patients by means
of a psychoanalytical approach. They stress the in-
timate relationship over time of fatigue symptoms
to disturbance in object relationship, particularly
within the transference, the improvement in
symptoms when this relationship is seen and un-
derstood, and the importance of the patient-ther-
apist bond as a facilitating medium for clinical im-
provement.

Weighing of the evidence

It has become obvious that no singular factor
can explain the CFS. 

Infection: Some cases develop after a viral in-
fection, but in many no infection foreruns CFS. An
individual suffers on the average from four to six
viral infections per year, which augments the
chance of co-occurrence of infection and CFS.
Nevertheless correlations between infection and
CFS are probable. Several studies [70] have shown
that subjects under psychological stress are more
prone to viral infections [31]. 

Immune reactions: In some CFS-patients im-
mune parameters are deranged, but the aberra-
tions do not correlate with intensity or duration of
CFS [33]. In a number of cases no deviations of im-
mune reactions were found. Note that these devi-
ations are also found in humans after the loss of the
spouse, divorce, depression, etc. [36].

Neuroendocrine abnormalities: In some but
not more than a third of the CFS-subjects the
HPA-axis is down-regulated [38]. Again it is re-
markable that similar observations have been made
in withdrawn patients during or before medical
procedures.

Autonomous activity: Hypotensive reactions
with compensatory tachycardia during tilt ma-
noeuvres have been observed in CFS-patients [46].
In humans disappointed by important others
bradycardia, tachycardia and sudden cardiac death
(foremost in persons with coronary artery disease)
have been noted. Hypotension has been observed
in frightened persons unable to escape from the
threatening situation. Again similar cardiovascular
reactions are seen in CFS-patients and in subjects
forced to withdraw [71].

Neuroimaging: Hypoperfusion of the brain-
stem has been noticed in CFS-subjects. According
to Rosen et al. [23] most CFS-subjects hyperven-
tilate. This might indicate that those subjects are
caught in a struggle between fight-flight (over-
breathing) and conservation-withdrawal (fatigue). 

Neuropsychological abnormalities: Minimal
deficits in complex information processing, im-
paired working memory and poor learning of in-
formation is found in some CFS-patients [4]. Sim-
ilar observations can be made in depressed subjects.
Clinically similar observations are common in in-
dividuals during conservation withdrawal episodes.
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Exercise capacity and muscle function: No
specific pattern typical for CFS has emerged [62].
The changes seen are subjective. In humans (in-
fants, prisoner of war) in severe states of with-

drawal a diminished muscle tone and a slumping
of the body have been found. Again what is seen in
CFS is similar to observations during conserva-
tion-withdrawal [73].

The ontogenetic development of the affect “fatigue”

Before developing a biopsychosocial model of
CFS, the ontogenesis of the affect “fatigue” has to
be elucidated. Without outlining the ontogenesis
of the affect “fatigue”, this affect cannot be con-
ceptualised in the context of CFS with respect to
the biological emergency reactions. 

A baby, in the first days of his life, has been fed
several hours ago. It begins to stir, to awake, to
move and finally to cry. His physical homoeostasis
is disturbed, he is hungry and thirsty. His mother

reacts, changes his diapers and feeds him. We as-
sume that the baby feels something like unplea-
sure, bodily sensations, impressions from his envi-
ronment, including his mother, but only parts like
dots of light, smells, touch, without any coherence.
These feeding episodes are experienced repeatedly
and the connections between partial impressions
become more and more tied. Finally he carries
within himself representations of his body, his af-
fects and his environment.

genetic endowment (CW > El)

mother-baby interaction
may enhance tendency of CW

childhood experiences
may enhance CW

personality features with proneness to CW
(inclusive attribution, perception)

life-events = psychological stress
(e.g. object loss, failure to reach goals)

loss of compensation

conflict solved by conversion-symptom
fatigue

signal-affect of fatigue, exhaustion

regression with emergence of
discharge affect fatigue

infection

CFS
+ physiological processes

accompanying fatigue (e.g. 
downregulation of HPA-axis, 

hypotension, impaired immune 
competence, lowered muscle tone, 
decreased cognitive competence, 

increase of cytokines

Figure 1

Genetic endowment
determines prone-
ness to engage or
withdraw. Mother-
baby interaction 
co-determine these
tendencies. Child-
hood experiences
may foster this
proneness to fatigue
and withdrawal. 
It may become in-
grained in the per-
sonality make-up. 
In times of stress
fatigue and exhaus-
tion may be felt as
“signed affects”. 
If no solutions for
dealing with the situ-
ation emerge, the
affects, inclusive fa-
tigue intensify, finally
accompanied by
physiological
processes. Infection
may directly disturb
the psychological
capacity to remain
compensated under
stress; infection may
indirectly follow
upon changes in
physiological
processes, e.g.
immune function. 
CW = conservation
withdrawal
EI = Engagement-
Involvement 
Psychological de-
compensation may
become neutralised
by the symptom-for-
mation of fatigue as
conversion-symptom.
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The experience of the affect fatigue is imbued
with experiences like being thirsty, crying, moving,
having to wait, falling asleep, etc. At first the affect
of being fatigued is experienced intensively with
only a few associations (discharge affect), later the
affect leads to the emergence of many associated
experiences. Certain of these experiences evoke
the feeling of fatigue, without triggering the whole
gamut of sensations, images and physical actions
related to it. The “discharge affect” of fatigue has
developed into a “signal-affect” which indicates to
the infant that if prolonged, the fatigue will be-
come intensive and unpleasurable. The infant has
also learned how to deal with the threatening af-
fect-signal and to find realistic solutions, i.e. tod-
dle to the kitchen and indicate to the mother his
wish to get a drink. 

The extent to which an individual finds suit-
able solutions to his problems depends on his ge-
netic endowment – i.e. the tenacity to fight for
something or to resign and withdraw –, on early
experiences, on later experiences and the present
social circumstances. The active engagement, in-
volvement, has been designated by Cannon as the
fight-flight reaction [72]. The resignation, disen-
gagement, withdrawal and saving of energy in 
a hopeless situation, has been designated by
Schmale and Engel [73] as the conservation-with-
drawal reaction (CW). It is closely tied with the
signal-affect of fatigue, and if no solution has been
found, it is also tied with the discharge affect of fa-
tigue and its mental and physical associations. The
signal-affect may emerge long before the physical
exhaustion. It is opposed to the signal-affect of
fear. It indicates – contrary to fear, which stimu-
lates action to be taken – that some actions have
been performed too long, and that something has
to be done to save energy. Fight-flight and con-
servation-withdrawal reactions are biological
emergency systems. Early in life they are unplea-
sure-sensations, accompanied by physiological
and biochemical processes; later they represent
signals which make the subject aware that some-
thing has to be done or has been done excessively.
The clinical presentation of fatigue depends on the

level of development to which the affects refer, and
which kind of experiences were related with fatigue
during childhood.

Fatigue is characterized by lack of motivation,
failing interest for relationships, lack of pleasure
for activities, the desire to rest, to abstain from
thinking, and heaviness and weakness. Fatigue may
set in upon intellectual or physical exertions. Fa-
tigue is felt as a disease, if it is present on intellec-
tual or physical exertions, which were handled with
ease formerly, if it sets in at uncommon times or if
it does not lessen upon resting. According to for-
mer experiences and momentaneous evaluation of
the situation it may set in earlier or later than the
naive observer would expect. Life experiences
which have induced trust, optimism and realistic
expectations of oneself augment the threshold for
reactions of fatigue, as do motivation and interest,
while experiences of help- and hopelessness, too
high expectations of achievement and failure to
reach self-set goals lower it. 

Physiological processes related to the
conservation-withdrawal reaction. 

The vasovagal syncope in its second phase, oc-
curring in threatening situations without the pos-
sibility to escape, encompasses elements of con-
servation-withdrawal (CW): slowing of cardiac
frequency, leading even to ventricular standstill. 
In the upper gastrointestinal tract, reduction of
acid-production – including histamine-refractory
achylia [75] and reduction of gastric mucosal
blood-perfusion – and muscular activity have been
observed. In the colon, hypotonia of the muscles
and reduction of mucosal blood-perfusion have
been noticed in periods of hopelessness and when
feeling rejected. Reduced reactions of T-cells to
mitogens have been observed after the loss of a
spouse, and the loss of a job. A decrease in the num-
ber and activity of natural killer cells, and a change
in the ratio of helper/suppressor T-cells have been
seen after a divorce. In hopeless patients before
cardiac surgery and during cardiac catheterism
lowered levels of 17-0HCS in plasma have been
observed [75].

Toward a biopsychosocial model of CFS

The genetic endowment determines if a baby
is more prone to get involved with its environment
and tenaciously attempts to reach its goal (e.g. try
to get at the nipple) or if it is prone to give up rel-
atively early. The mother-baby interaction co-de-
termines if the baby remains involved or with-
draws. At this stage of development we assume that
the withdrawing, disengaging baby feels unplea-
sure imbued with the “discharge” affect fatigue.
Childhood experiences then further co-decide an
infant’s proneness to remain involved tenaciously
or to tend to give up and withdraw by disengaging.

These experiences contribute to the develop-

ment of characteristic patterns of feeling, thinking
and overt behaviour, which we may determine as
character traits.

Certain character traits predispose to disen-
gagement, withdrawal, fatigue and exhaustion in
times of psychosocial stress, i.e. loss of a key-per-
son, loss of a job, threat of physical disintegrity, loss
of ideals, threat of not reaching high self-set goals,
failure to remain independent, disappointment by
important others. In general, the form of the re-
sponse to stress is less a function of the particular
stress than it is of the individual’s basic personality
structure; that is the more or less characteristic
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modes of defence and coping with stress that have
evolved out of the interaction between biological
givens and environmental influences during devel-
opment (Engel, unpublished manuscript).

Thus each personality type includes persons
functioning relatively effectively and comfortably
in everyday life (compensated), persons function-
ing with limitations but still getting along (mar-
ginally compensated), and persons who are dis-
abled (decompensated). Many of the later CFS-
victims have shown antedating psychological dif-
ficulties and belong to the marginally compensated
group (s.2. CFS – a homogenous disease). Persons
depending on key-figures, those who stress inde-
pendence (high self-set goals) to ward off depend-
ency needs, those living in symbiotic relationships,
and those with depressive traits, are prone to feel
fatigued under stress and withdraw.

At first fatigue and exhaustion are felt as sig-
nal-affects on and off. If the stressful situation pre-
vails, the subject regresses (on his developmental
axis), the affects grow more intensive and finally
the physiological processes which accompany
those affects emerge. Infection may contribute to
decompensation and fatigue directly and indi-
rectly: by liberating cytokines, by weakening psy-
chological coping mechanisms, by being enhanced
through psycho-physiological processes, i.e. im-
paired immune function. Fatigue may then be ac-
companied by down-regulation of the HPA-axis,
hypotension, impaired immune function, de-
creased muscle tone, and weakness and exercise in-
tolerance. 

Fatigue might also take the form of a conver-
sion-symptom, neutralising conflicts (e.g. about
too high self-set goals and the wish to rest) (s. sec-
tion 4). Cognitive processes may contribute to the
heightened perception of the signal affect of
fatigue, i.e. through attribution, perception and
symptom avoidance. 

The concept expressed here is similar with the
conclusions of Afari and Buchwald [4], who stated
that CFS is unlikely to be caused or maintained by
a single agent. Findings to date suggest that phys-
iological and psychological factors work together
to predispose an individual to the illness and to
precipitate and perpetuate the illness. The concept
presented here encompasses the developmental
steps involved and understands the illness as an ex-
pression of the biological emergency reaction
“withdrawal-conservation”, intermingled in some
patients with features of the fight-flight pattern,
e.g. hyperventilation. 

A fatigued patient deserves to be thoroughly
understood in his biopsychosocial development,
his experiences contributing to his fatigue-prone-
ness, his personality make-up with his vulnerabil-
ity in times of psychological stress, in the dynam-
ics of symptom-formation of fatigue, and finally in
his illness-behaviour. Accordingly, the therapy can
be tailored to the individual patient. We should
keep in mind that the use of clichés like CFS, FM,
IBS etc. serves mainly research and statistical pur-
poses, but not the individual patient. Various treat-
ments of CFS have been tried with little or no suc-
cess. To date therapy encompasses conflict ori-
ented psychotherapy, graded stepwise physical ac-
tivation, and antidepressive drugs. 
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